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Section A
Answer all Questions (1.5 mark each)

L. lsthe set of vectors d : (at,...,ar) € Rn such thatol ) 0 a subspace oflR."?

2. Let ,S be a linearly independent subset of a vector space I/. Suppose p is a vector in I/ which is not in the
subspace spanned by ,S. Show that the set obtained by adjoining B to S is linearly independent.

3. Prove that the space of all rru x n matrices over the field "F has dimension ruIn, by exhibiting a basis for
this space.

4. Define a non-singuiar transformation. Show that ? : IR.2 -+ IR2 defined by T(r,y) : (r t A,a)is non-
singula r.

5. Define range,rank, null space, and nullity of a linear transformation.

6. Define hyperspace in a vector space. Give an example.

7. Letffbea2-linearfunctionwiththepropertythatSi*} * t.l forall ? x *matrices Jover ffhaving
equal rows. Show that J) is alternating.

8. Show that similar matrices have the same characteristic polynomial.

9. Define the terms characteristic value, characteristic vector and characteristic space with respect to a linear
operator T on a vector space 7.

10. Define invariant subspace with an example. Also state a necessary condition for a subspace to be invariant.

. (1.5 x 10 = 15)

^
Section B

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

1,1. Let I/ be the vector space of all functlons from R into IR; let I/" be the subset of even functions,

f (-*) : f (*);letV, be the subset of odd functions f (-*) : -f (r).
(a) Prove thatV" andVo are subspaces of I/.
(b) Prove thatV" -l V. : V
(c) Prove thatven % : {0}.

12. Let A be an n x rz matrix over a field F and suppose that the row vectors of ,4 form a linearly
independent set of vectors in F" . Show that A is invertible.

13. Letg:{at,dz,at}bethebasisforC3definedbyal:(1,0,-1),az:(7,1,1),ca:(2,2,0).
Find the dualbasisof 98.

L4. Show that {(1, 2), (3, 4)} is a basis for lR2. Let ? be the unique linear transformation from R2 to lR.3 such
that 7(1,2) : (3,2,1) and T(3,4): (6,5,4). Find 

"(1,0)1-5. Let A be an ?z x n matrix with ,\ as an eigen value. Show that,
(a) k * .\ is an eigen value of A + kI.
(b) lf A is non-singular, { is an eigen value of A-1.

16. Let t/ be a finite dimensional vector space ovff a field -fr and Y be a linear operator on 1,'. Prove that f, is
triangulable if and only if the minimal polynomial for ?" is a product of linear polynomials over .F.
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Section C

Answer any 4 (10 marks each)

t7 't' (a)Let 7 be the set of all complex valued functions on the real line such that f (-t) : f (t),wtrere /(t)
is the conjugate of /(t). Show that 7 is a vector space over lR. ls 7 finite dimensional? Justify your
answer.
(b) Let I/ be the space of all2 x 2 matrices over IR.. Let Wt be the set of all matrices of the form
T"I

l- 1l ,.0 W2bethesetof allmatricesof theror, [] yl 
,*r,"r. r,a,Z€ lR.showthat][ and

lz 0l L0 z)' tul

W2 are subspaces.Find the intersection Wr OWz
OR

2. Let I/ be the vector space of all 2 x 2 matrices over the field F.Let Wt be the set of matrices of the
lr rf I a b1

form | | and let Wz be the set of matrices of the form | 
* " 

| .Prove thatWl andW2 arelu z) L-a c) --
subspaces of I/. Also find the dimensions of Wt,W2,W1 I Wz andWl CtWz.

18.1. Let V be a finite- dimensional vector space over the field f'. Prove that I/ and I/** are
isomorphic.Further show that each basis for V* is the dual of some basis for 7.

OR

2. (a) Does there exist a linear transformati on T : -83 -+ -82 such
that 7(1, -1,1) : (1,0) and ?(L, 1, 1) : (0, 1)?. Justify.
(b) Let V and l,lr be finite-dimensional vector spaces over the field F. Prove that V andW are
isomorphic if and only if dim V : dim Ir7.
(c) Let 7 be the linear operator on .R2 defined by T(r1, rz) : (rt, 0). Compute the matrix
of 7 relative to the ordered basis {(1, 1), (2, 1)}.

19,1. (a) Let D be an n-linear function on the space of n x n matrices over a field 1(. Suppose D has the
property that D(A) : 0 whenever two adjacent rows of A are equal. Show that D is alternating.
(b) Letn>landletDbeanalternating("-L)linearfunctiononan("-1),x(n-1) matrixover

y'(. show that for each j, j : 1, . . . ,n,the function E7 defined ny \(A) : I(-t)U*i) AniD,ii(A) it
i,:L

an alternating n-linear function on the qpace of n x n matrices A.lt D is the determinant function, so is
Ej, 

^
OR

2. (a) lf ,4 is an n x n skew symmetric matrix with complex entries and n is odd, prove that det A : 0.
(b) lf ,4. is an n x n invertible matr)x over a field f", show that det A I 0.

20.1.. (a) Let 7 be a linea r operator on a finite dimensional space I/. Let c1 , cz t . . . , c7, be the distinct
characteristic values andW1,W2,. . . ,W* be the corresponding characteristic spaces. Prove
that dim(1421 -fWz +...+ W*): dimWl * dimWz *..'* dim1416.
(b) lf Wr andW2 are subspaces of I/ then prove that they are independent if and only rf Wt )Wz : 0.

OR

2. (al lf W is a n inva ria nt subspace for T , show that tr4l is inva ria nt u nder every polynomia I in 7. Hence
show that for each a € y,the Z-conductor (Sa,W) is an ideal in the polynomial ring FIX)
(b) Let W be an invariant subspace for ?.Show that the characteristic polynomial for the restriction
operator fi,y divides the characteristic polynomial for T and the minimal polynomial for the restriction
operator fiar divides the minj.mal polynomial for 7.

(10x4=40)


